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Gain a solid understanding of real-world corporate finance and financial management with a unique balance of contemporary
theory and practical applications found in the leading FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, CONCISE EDITION 9E
by Brigham/Houston. Engaging and easy to understand, this complete introduction to corporate finance emphasizes the concept of
valuation throughout and Time Value of Money (TVM) early, giving you time to absorb the concepts fully. Numerous examples,
end-of-chapter applications, and Integrated Cases give you a better understanding of the concepts and reasons behind corporate
budgeting, financing, and working capital decision making. In addition, Excel Spreadsheet Models help you master this critical
software tool. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
TRY (FREE for 14 days), OR RENT this title: www.wileystudentchoice.com Corporate Financial Reporting Analysis combines
comprehensive coverage and a rigorous approach to modern financial reporting with a readable and accessible style. Merging
traditional principles of corporate finance and accepted reporting practices with current models enable the reader to develop
essential interpretation and analysis skills, while the emphasis on real-world practicality and methodology provides seamless
coverage of both GAAP and IFRS requirements for enhanced global relevance. Two decades of classroom testing among
INSEAD MBA students has honed this text to provide the clearest, most comprehensive model for financial statement
interpretation and analysis; a concise, logically organized pedagogical framework includes problems, discussion questions, and
real-world case studies that illustrate applications and current practices, and in-depth examination of key topics clarifies complex
concepts and builds professional intuition. With insightful coverage of revenue recognition, inventory accounting, receivables, longterm assets, M&A, income taxes, and other principle topics, this book provides both education and ongoing reference for MBA
students.
With its exciting introduction of the Harley-Davidson focus company theme, this book continues to provide a solid, enduring
foundation of the tools of modern theory while at the same time developing the logic behind their use. The “10 Principles of
Finance” (formerly “Axioms” ) provide the framework, or “the big picture” of finance, which ties the major concepts of the book
together.A six-part organization covers the scope and environment of financial management, valuation of financial assets,
investment in long-term assets, capital structure and dividend policy, working-capital management, and special topics in finance,
and special topics in finance.For an enduring understanding of the basic tools and fundamental principles upon which finance is
based.
With the same contemporary approach and dynamic examples that made previous editions so popular, FUNDAMENTALS OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 14e continues to provide students with a focused understanding of today's corporate finance and
financial management. This market-leading text offers a unique balance of clear concepts, contemporary theory, and practical
applications in order to help students understand the concepts and reasons behind corporate budgeting, financing, working capital
decision making, forecasting, valuation, and Time Value of Money (TVM). Offering the most cutting-edge coverage available, the
Fourteenth Edition includes discussions of the federal debt, the ongoing recovery of financial markets, and the European debt
crisis. Numerous practical examples, Quick Questions, and Integrated Cases demonstrate theory in action. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Completely up to date, the Study Guide gives you the additional practice and support you need to master text material and earn
the grade you want. It outlines key chapter content and contains Self-Test Questions and Self-Test Problems to test your
knowledge and application of text concepts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Financial Management in the Sport Industry provides readers with an understanding of sport finance and the importance of sound
financial management in the sport industry. It begins by covering finance basics and the tools and techniques of financial
quantification, using current industry examples to apply the principles of financial management to sport. It then goes beyond the
basics to show how financial management works specifically in sport - how decisions are made to ensure wealth maximization.
Discussions include debt and equity financing, capital budgeting, facility financing, economic impact, risk and return, time value of
money, and more. The final section focuses on sport finance in three sectors of the industry - public sector sports, collegiate
athletics, and professional sport-providing in-depth analysis of financial management in each sector. Sidebars, case studies,
concept checks, and practice problems throughout provide practical applications of the material and enable thorough study and
practice. The business of sport has changed dynamically since the publication of the first edition, and this second edition reflects
the impact of these changes on financial management in the sport industry. New to this edition are changes to reflect the global
nature of sport (with, for example, discussions of income tax rates in the Premiere League), expanded material on the use of
spreadsheets for financial calculations, a primer on accounting principles to help students interpret financial statements, a
valuation case study assignment that takes students step by step through a valuation, a new stadium feasibility analysis using the
efforts of the Oakland Raiders to obtain a new stadium, a new economic impact example focusing on the NBA All Star game, and
much more.
BlockFoundations of Financial Managementis a proven and successful text recognized for its excellent writing style and step-bystep explanations that make the content relevant and easy to understand. The text's approach focuses on the "nuts and bolts" of
finance with clear and thorough treatment of concepts and applications. Block provides a strong review of accounting and early
coverage of working capital (or short term) financial management before covering the Time Value of Money. Foundations of
Financial Management is committed to making finance accessible to students. This text has stood the test of time due to the
authors' commitment to quality revisions.
Known for its real-world examples and effective problem sets, this undergraduate corporate finance course is now in its 9th edition
and includes a student resource CD-ROM, with Excel tutorials and additional practice problems. The tenth edition features
InfoTrac college edition access.
The coverage of this book is very comprehensive, and it will serve as concise guide to a wide range of areas that are relevant to
the Finance field. The book contain 25 chapters and also number of real life financial problems in the Indian context in addition to
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the illustrative problems.
The only textbook written specifically for Intermediate or Advanced Corporate Finance courses, Brigham/Daves' INTERMEDIATE
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 13E equips readers with a solid understanding of both conceptual theories and practical financial
skills. With corporate valuation as a unifying theme, the text emphasizes the theoretic groundwork for value maximization, while
actual business examples, integrated cases and Excel spreadsheet models demonstrate how financial theory in practice leads to
solid financial decisions. Combining a clear, focused presentation with the most current coverage available, the 13th Edition
delivers an in-depth introduction to core financial theories as well as emerging financial management developments and issues.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Trust the market-leading author team that has set the standard for quality, reliability, accuracy, and innovation edition after edition
to help you put your students on the forefront of understanding today's corporate finance and financial management. This new
edition is First in Finance with a unique, proven, compact approach to teaching introductory finance principles that offers a unique
balance of clear concepts, contemporary theory, and practical applications. Because the goal of financial management is to
maximize a firm's value, this new Concise Edition emphasizes the concept of valuation throughout, covering Time Value of Money
(TVM) early to allow students time to absorb the concepts fully. The book's strong, focused foundation in the basics makes it
easier for students to understand the how and why of corporate budgeting, financing, and working capital decision making.
Throughout this edition, the authors emphasize an understanding of applications using numerous real-world examples, proven endof-chapter application problems, and Integrated Cases that present chapter topics in actual life scenarios and demonstrate theory
in action. Excel Spreadsheet Models ensure students can maximize today's technology. The seamless, integrated package
prepared by the text authors--a hallmark strength of the book--continues to offer comprehensive tools to reduce preparation time
and further your students' understanding. The sixth edition includes Thomson One Business School Edition, the same financial
online database professionals use every day. In addition, Aplia's Preparing for Finance, a leading homework solution tool which
includes tutorials, interactive assignments and news analyses, accompanies this text to help students get the practice needed to
learn the subject. Trust the strengths in Brigham/Houston's marketing-leading FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT,
CONCISE EDITION, Sixth Edition, to put you First in Finance today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Prepared by Eugene F. Brigham and Joel F. Houston The Study Guide lists the key learning objectives for each chapter,
outlines the key sections, provides self-test questions, and provides a set of problems similar to those in the text and the
Test Bank, but with fully worked-out solutions.
Discover success in finance as you examine today's most relevant financial concepts in PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE,
Fourth Edition, by leading authors Besley/Brigham. This reader-friendly, practical survey text combines coverage of
financial markets and institutions, investments, and managerial finance with an emphasis on the financial tools you need
for personal financial success. You will immediately see the relevance and value of the information you are learning. New
features in each chapter clearly demonstrate how topics relate to your personal financial needs and can influence both
immediate and long-term common financial decisions. Expanded coverage of spreadsheets within relevant chapters,
appendices, and an end-of-book tutorial ensure you know how to maximize this critical tool for financial decisions. Find
the diversity of coverage and practical financial strengths for success in today's course and your future beyond with
Besley/Brigham's PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE, Fourth Edition. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The comprehensive solutions manual includes answers to all end of chapter questions and problems. Many of the
solutions are illustrated to help the student better understand the process involved with solving the problem. All of these
illustrations can be used as PowerPoint slides.
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This option
is perfect for those students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Concise yet comprehensive
chapters in a modern design present content in an engaging and accessible format, while Tear-Out Review Cards give
students a portable study tool containing all of the pertinent information for class and test preparation. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Earn the grade you want in your course with the help of this invaluable tool. This Study Guide lists key learning objectives
for each chapter, outlines key sections, provides self-test questions, and offers a set of problems similar to those in the
text and Test Bank with fully worked-out solutions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Earn the grade you want in your course with the help of this invaluable tool. This Study Guide lists key learning objectives
for each chapter, outlines key sections, provides self-test questions, and a set of problems similar to those in the book
and those that may be used on tests, with fully worked-out solutions.
Student community and teaching fraternity has diverse aspirations. This book fills aspiration gaps of teachers and students. Often,
students find it difficult to practice in a progressive manner as the number of problems available, are not sufficient. Teachers on
the other hand find it difficult to show variety of problems and diversity of topic due to class room limitations. This book will serve
the aspirations of teachers as well as students.
The third Canadian edition of Brigham’s Financial Management: Theory and Practice delivers solid financial theory and practical
applications, preparing students for future careers in business and finance in an engaging manner that makes the content come
alive. This resource emphasizes the actions that a manager should take to increase the value of the firm. Structuring the book
around valuation and cash flows enhances continuity and helps students see how topics relate to one another. The hallmark of this
resource is “The Corporate Valuation Framework”, a pedagogical feature presented early in each chapter. By highlighting specific
parts of the framework, the model explicitly shows how each chapter relates to corporate valuation. The book begins with
fundamental concepts, including background on the economic and financial environment, financial statements (with an emphasis
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on cash flows), the time value of money, financial forecasting, bond valuation, risk analysis, and stock valuation. With this
background, students then learn specific techniques and decision rules that can be used to help maximize the value of the firm.
MindTap raises the bar with multimedia, Concept Clips and Aplia problem sets: providing the ideal solution for keeping students on
track and prepared for tests and exams. Highly customizable, instructors can add RSS feeds, YouTube videos, Google docs and
more to further increase student engagement and achieve deeper learning.
This book offers 58 cases that combine both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of financial management. The cases are
based on real firms, real products, real individuals, and most importantly, real issues and offer a complete picture of the financial
management process.
Gain an understanding of the financial challenges facing businesses today -- and the best solutions -- with the book written
specifically for intermediate or advanced corporate finance studies: INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 14E. Written by
leading finance authors Gene Brigham and Phillip Daves, this reader-friendly presentation blends in-depth discussions of core
financial management issues with the most current coverage of topics reshaping finance today, including the unfolding impact of
the global pandemic and the consequences of the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. This comprehensive edition balances theory with
practical application, using corporate valuation as a unifying theme to emphasize the theoretic groundwork for value maximization.
Integrated, extensive Excel tools and spreadsheet models work with recent examples, mini-cases and exercises to illustrate how
financial theory in practice leads to stronger financial decisions, now and throughout your career. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's applied perspective cements students' understanding of the modern-day core principles by
equipping students with a problem-solving methodology and profiling real-life financial management practices--all within a clear
valuation framework. KEY TOPICS: Corporate Finance and the Financial Manager;Introduction to Financial Statement
Analysis;The Valuation Principle: The Foundation of Financial Decision Making;The Time Value of Money;Interest
Rates;Bonds;Valuing Stocks;Investment Decision Rules;Fundamentals of Capital Budgeting;Risk and Return in Capital
Markets;Systematic Risk and the Equity Risk Premium;Determining the Cost of Capital;Risk and the Pricing of Options;Raising
Equity Capital;Debt Financing;Capital Structure;Payout Policy;Financial Modeling and Pro Forma Analysis;Working Capital
Management;Short-Term Financial Planning;Risk Management;International Corporate Finance; Leasing;Mergers and
Acquisitions;Corporate Governance MARKET: Appropriate for Undergraduate Corporate Finance courses.
The only text to strike a balance between solid financial theory and practical applications, Brigham/Ehrhardt’s FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT: THEORY AND PRACTICE, 14e gives you a thorough understanding of the essential concepts you need to
develop and implement effective financial strategies. The book begins with a presentation of corporate finance fundamentals
before progressing to discussions of specific techniques used to maximize the value of a firm. It also explores the recent financial
and economic crises and the role of finance in the business world. With its relevant and engaging presentation, numerous
examples, and emphasis on Excel usage, this text serves as a complete reference tool for you in your academic or business
career. Each new copy of Brigham/Ehrhardt’s FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: THEORY AND PRACTICE, 14e includes Thomson
ONE Business School Edition, which gives you access to the same Thomson Reuters Financial database that business
professionals use every day. It is also packed with additional learning solutions to help you to become First in Finance. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Emphasizing corporate valuation and its relevance to financial decisions, Brigham/Ehrhardt’s FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT:
THEORY AND PRACTICE, 16th edition, ensures you see the forest and the trees. This proven author team equips you with a
thorough understanding of key theoretical concepts along with practical tools to make effective financial decisions. Topics expand
from fundamentals to strategic finance, linking recent events to the role of finance in business as well as your personal life.
Completely up to date, it integrates the 2017 Tax Cut and Jobs Act throughout. With its relevant and engaging presentation,
numerous examples and current coverage, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT delivers a comprehensive resource that helps you
become First in Finance. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Count on the renowned author team that's First in Finance to deliver a unique balance of clear concepts, contemporary theory, and
practical applications that ensures a thorough understanding of today's corporate finance and financial management.
Brigham/Houston's FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 12E presents a solid, focused foundation in financial
basics punctuated with timely actual examples, end-of-chapter applications, and Integrated Cases that make it easier to
understand the how and why of corporate budgeting, financing, and working capital decision making. The book's presentation of
Time Value of Money (TVM) is repositioned so readers can immediately begin using the concepts after learning them. THOMSON
ONE-BUSINESS SCHOOL EDITION accompanies this edition, offering the same financial online database used by professionals
on Wall Street every day. FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 12E also offers APLIA FOR FINANCE, the leading
homework solution tool in educational publishing today. Trust the strengths in Brigham/Houston's market-leading
FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 12E for the First in Finance time and time again. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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